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Introduction

Ceria substitutionally doped with copper is a promising heterogeneous catalyst for a range of oxidation reactions. Herein we describe the aqueous phase, scalable, and direct precipitation of Cu_{x}Ce_{1-x}O_{2} (x \approx 0.35) solid solution oxide nanocrystals at room temperature without the need for calcination at elevated temperatures. This direct precipitation of the crystalline oxide is enabled through ligand exchange prior to pH adjustment to prevent the precipitation of the hydroxide phase. By producing particles at room temperature, dopant exsolution and particle growth by sintering can be minimized and/or controlled. Using our methodology, copper dopant concentrations of up to 35 mol% could be produced in 1.7 nm diameter ceria nanocrystals. The resulting materials showed high catalytic activity towards both the water gas shift reaction (WGS) and CO oxidation, with improved performance following the trend of increasing copper content. In comparison to pure ceria nanocrystals, the WGS activation energy decreased from 89.0 to 49.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) and the CO oxidation light-off temperature decreased from 262 to 159 C at a space velocity of 25 000 h\(^{-1}\) upon doping with 35 mol% copper.

Catalysts show high activity for these reactions due to the favorable redox properties of ceria and the active site created by incorporating copper. Additionally, the relatively low cost and earth-abundance of the constituent elements makes synthesis of these materials economical and scalable. While high copper dopant concentration and small particle size are desirable for enhancing this catalytic activity, the elevated temperatures associated with most synthesis procedures leads to exsolution of the dopant as well as particle growth. These two factors limit the accessible copper doping concentration and as-synthesized particle size. In this work, we describe a new synthesis protocol for the direct aqueous phase synthesis of ultrasmall highly doped copper–ceria nanocrystals and demonstrate their high activity towards the water gas shift and CO oxidation reactions.

There is general agreement in the literature that both copper and ceria play important roles in catalysis. While researchers agree on the importance of the redox capability of ceria through the Mars–van-Krevelen mechanism,\(^{13,14}\) which has been demonstrated in ceria doped with other transition metals,\(^{15-17}\) the precise nature of the Cu active site for both CO oxidation and the water gas shift reaction over Cu_{x}Ce_{1-x}O_{2} catalysts is still a matter for ongoing debate.\(^{1,2}\) For example, Wang et al. and Gamarra et al. propose that CuO clusters on the catalyst surface are critical for the selective oxidation of CO.\(^{1,3,4}\) However, Liu and Flytzani–Stephanopoulos have presented contradictory evidence showing that Cu(i) ions incorporated within the ceria lattice are the active sites.\(^{5,18}\) The oxidation state of the Cu...
species will be a strong function of reaction conditions, depending on whether one is dealing with total CO oxidation in excess O2 or selective CO oxidation in the presence of H2. Elias et al. proposed that Cu can exist at a higher oxidation state under reaction conditions of high oxygen partial pressure and that the active sites for oxygen vacancies formed adjacent to Cu-substituted surface sites in the mixed oxide nanoparticles.

Despite this debate, there is some consensus that surface and near-surface enrichment of copper occurs under reaction conditions as the copper content in Cu₃Ce₁ₓO₂₋d increases, most likely leading to the formation of some CuOₓ phase. However, there seems to be some clear advantages of fabri-cating these samples initially as intimately mixed solid solutions rather than depositing Cu directly onto pre-formed CeO₂. For example, Gamarra et al. speci-cally compared the CO selective oxidation activity of co-precipitated Cu₃Ce₁ₓO₂₋d catalysts to the activity of supported CuOₓ on CeO₂.⁴ They noted that the high copper dispersion and initial presence of Cu in the co-precipitated catalyst leads to higher activity in the CO oxidation reaction.

Doped ceria materials are most commonly synthesized through ame aerosol pyrolysis,¹⁹ co-precipitation,²⁰ or hydro-thermal routes.²¹ These synthesis methods require high temperatures to generate crystalline products; however, expo-sure to high temperatures during synthesis can lessen the catalytic potential of the materials in two ways. Firstly, phase separation and migration of copper out of the ceria lattice can occur at high temperature, which limits the degree of interac-tion between copper and ceria. Secondly, high temperature processing can lead to increased crystallite size in the nan doped ceria product which in turn decreases the oxygen mobility, an important factor for reactions involving the Mars–van-Krevelen mechanism as oxygen vacancy concentration tends to be highest in small ceria crystallites.²²,²³

As described in a classic paper by Livage et al.²⁴ direct precipitation of the metal oxide from an aqueous phase metal nitrate or metal chloride precursor would require an elevated pH. As the pH of the reaction mixture increases, the interaction of the metal with the aqueous solution transitions from “aquo” (M–OH₂) to “hydroxo” (M–OH) and nally to “oxy” (M–O). Addition of typical precipitants, such as sodium hydroxide or ammonium hydroxide, raises the pH into the “hydroxo” region, leading to dissociation of any weakly bound NO₃ or Cl ligands and precipitation of metal hydroxide particles. These then require a high temperature calcination step to form metal oxide particles. Ligands utilized in sol–gel processing, such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), can prevent hydroxide precipitation, however their strong binding also prevents oxide precipitation,²⁵ once again requiring a calcination step to remove the ligand and transform to the metal oxide.

In this study, we demonstrate a facile method for direct formation of copper cerium oxide nanocrystals at room temperature in aqueous solution. This approach exchanges the nitrate ligands present in a mixed cerium nitrate and copper nitrate precursor solution for the intermediate strength lactate ligand, to shi the precipitation pH from the “hydroxo” to the “oxo” regime. Inducing precipitation via addition of ammonium hydroxide then leads to direct formation of <4 nm diameter Cu₃Ce₁ₓO₂₋d nanocrystals in the aqueous phase at room temperature. The Cu content can be tuned through the Cu nitrate/ Ce nitrate ratios in the initial precursor solution to achieve as-synthesized Cu contents up to x ¼ 35 in Cu₃Ce₁ₓO₂₋d. We demonstrate that these two factors make our nano-particles excellent candidate materials for CO oxidation and water gas shi reaction catalysts.

Experimental methods

Particle synthesis

We synthesized ceria based nanoparticles using a modi ed base precipitation method as shown schematically in Fig. 1. 100 mL of aqueous solution was prepared with 100 mM Ce(NO₃)₃, 0–200 mM Cu(NO₃)₂ and a dl-lactic acid concentration equal to the total solution nitrate concentration ([CH₃CH(OH)COOH] ¼ [NO₃]). While stirring (500 rpm), nanoparticle growth was initiated by raising the pH to between 8.5 and 9 through the dropwise addition of 6% ammonium hydroxide solution. This pH was maintained for 2 h and the solution was allowed to stir overnight. A er particle synthesis, excess lactic acid, nitric acid and ammonia were removed by dialysis using Thermo Snake-skin 3500 kDa tubing against deionized water, which caused aggregation of the mixed oxide particles. The solid product was washed three times by centrifugation (10 000 RCF) and subse-quent re-suspension in deionized water. The nanoparticles were nally re-dispersed and stored in dilute citric acid buffer (20 mM, pH 5.5) until required for use.

Materials characterization

Samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray (XEDS) analysis were prepared by drying the nanoparticle sols at room temperature, under vacuum over-night and attaching the dried lm to an Al sample stub using

![Fig. 1 Synthesis flow diagram for the synthesis of our Cu₃Ce₁ₓO₂₋d nanoparticle sols.](image-url)
adhesive carbon tape. The samples were examined in a Hitachi 4300SE SEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 20 keV, which was equipped with an EDAX silicon drift detector. XEDS spectrum quantiﬁcation was conducted using EDAX Genesis so ware employing appropriate atomic number (Z), absorption (A) and uorescence (F) corrections.26

Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns obtained at beamline 11-BM of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Labs, were utilized to determine the crystal structure and mean crystallite size of the as synthesized material. Rietveld re

The mean crystallite size was then derived from the calculated LX parameter.

The phase stability of the crystallites at elevated temperature was determined using an Anton Paar DHS1100 domed hot stage calculated LX parameter. The sample holder was heated from 50 – 625 °C at 10 °C intervals with a 15 min dwell time at each temperature. Spectra were collected over a 30 – 100 2q angular range.

Raman spectra were collected at room temperature using a Witec alpha300 RA (Knoxville, TN, USA) confocal Raman microscope equipped with a 532 nm laser. The laser was focused to a 5 mm spot on the dried Cu5Ce1 3O2 d sample using a 20 objective lens. Spectra were collected using a UHTS 400NIR spectrometer with a diﬀraction grating having 2400 lines per mm.

Samples for analysis by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) were prepared by drop casting some diluted aqueous sol onto a carbon coated molybdenum mesh TEM grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The samples were analyzed in an aberration corrected JEOL ARM 200CF analytical electron microscope equipped with a JEOL Centurio XEDS system operating at 200 kV. Images were collected in high angle annular dark eld (HAADF)-STEM and high-resolution HR-TEM modes. Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) derived from the HAADF-STEM and HR-TEM images were used to measure interplanar spacing and angles.

As-synthesized and dried Cu5Ce1 3O2 d samples and those annealed at 300 °C for 15 min in air were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The samples were attached to the sample holder with conductive carbon tape. XPS spectra were collected using a Scienta ESCA-300 system with an excitation energy of 1486.6 eV (Al Kα). The operating pressure of the sample chamber is in the range of 10 −8 Torr which may lead to a slight reduction of the sample materials. High resolution scans were collected from the Ce (3d), Cu (2p), O (1s) and C (1s) spectral regions, along with a lower resolution wide survey scan of the entire spectrum. All spectra were calibrated to the C (1s) line of adventitious carbon (284.8 eV). The relative concentration of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) were calculated semi-quantitatively by integrating the area under the peaks associated with Ce(III) (u0, v0, u0, and v0) and Ce(IV) (u, v, u00, v00, u000, and v000) following the method proposed by Zhang et al.26 in which, peak centers were set and only peak intensity and width were le as free

Catalytic testing

CeO2 d or Ce1 3Cu4O2 d nanoparticles were loaded onto 105 – 150 mm silica support particles (Sigma Aldrich) through incipient wetness impregnation from a washed solution of nano-particles buffered in 20 mM citric acid at pH 5.5. The vacuum dried supported catalyst was packed into a 4 mm inner diameter quartz reactor tube and held in place with quartz wool plugs. Prior to any catalytic tests being performed, the reactor temperature was ramped at 10 °C min −1 from 30 to 450 °C in oving air to remove residual water and citrate capping ligands from the catalyst particles. TGA analysis showed removal of water and citrate capping ligands to occur at 100 °C and 150 – 300 °C respectively (Fig. S1†).

CO oxidation light-oﬀ curves were measured utilizing 500 mg of the supported catalyst (1% w/w) in a gas mixture of 2% CO, 8% O2 and 90% Ar at a total ow rate of 37.5 mL min −1. The reactor temperature was raised at 10 °C min −1 from 30 – 450 °C. Gas analysis was performed using a Cirrus 2 benchtop quad-riple mass spectrometer (MKS instruments) at the reactor outlet monitoring for m/z ¼ 28, 32 and 44 signals which were assigned to CO, O2 and CO2 respectively.

Water gas shi reaction rate measurements were performed utilizing 500 mg of supported catalyst (7.5% w/w) in a gas mixture of 1.5% CO, 1.5% H2O, and 97% N2 at various ow rates chosen to be between 25 and 100 mL min −1. The inlet gas composition and ow rate were controlled by mass ow controllers and H2O was added to the stream by owing a portion of the N2 gas through a sparger containing DI water at 25 C. The gas composition at the reactor outlet was analyzed by an in-line model 8610C gas chromatograph (SRI Instruments) equipped with thermal conductivity and amionization detector. Samples were heated to 450 C and the conversion measured stepwise at decreasing temperature intervals of 25 C. Calculations for activation energy used only data collected where conversion level was less than 15%. The measured rates were normalized to the BET surface area of the catalysts as determined by N2 adsorption measurements at 196 C using a homemade instrument.

Results

Direct formation of the oxide is possible due to the intermediate bond strength of the lactic acid ligand with the cerium ion. Lactic acid bonds to cerium with a binding constant (log(K1)) of 2.756 allowing the pH to be adjusted to 8.5–9.0 before solid formation.33 During particle synthesis, clear sols were formed a er pH adjustment from colorless to pale yellow whereas the samples with higher copper content (i.e., x ¼ 1/4
The copper nitrate content used during synthesis increases from 0 mM to 200 mM from left to right while the cerium nitrate concentration for each sample remained constant at 100 mM. The color of the washed sol changes from clear to pale yellow to green with increasing copper content. The laser scattering demonstrates the presence of colloidal nanocrystals.

Following synthesis, dialysis and washing, the nanoparticles were suspended in a dilute citric acid buffer solution (pH: 5.5, <20 mM) where they once again become clear with light scattering visible under laser illumination, Fig. 2b. A plot quantifying the relative proportions of precipitated-to-unprecipitated metal precursor for each sample composition prepared is shown in Fig. S2,† as determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry of the dialysis products.

In contrast to ceria precipitation, attempting to form pure cuprous oxide nanoparticles using a similar approach led to the generation of a clear Cu(II) complex when the ammonium hydroxide base was added (Fig. S3†). While the solution color intensity changed, there was no indication of precipitation or sol formation, suggesting a simple exchange of the complex ligand, from lactate to ammonia. Interestingly, this by-passes the formation of a solid cupric hydroxide precipitate that is expected to occur in the intermediate pH range in the absence of lactic acid which supports the notion that the lactate ligand plays a stabilizing role in our synthesis procedure for $\text{Ce}_x\text{Cu}_y\text{O}_{2-d}$.

SEM-XEDS spectra were collected from dialyzed, washed and dried precipitated films of the as-synthesized nanocrystals, Fig. 3a. All of the samples showed a strong series of Ce L-series peaks. The intensity of the Cu Ka and Kb peaks increased with increasing concentration of Cu nitrate in the synthesis solution. The corresponding copper concentrations in the set of Cu$_x$Ce$_1$O$_{2-d}$ samples were determined on a metals basis using the standardless ZAF correction method Fig. 3b. The highest measured copper concentration corresponded to $x \approx 0.35$ which is amongst the highest reported to date in Cu$_x$Ce$_1$O$_{2-d}$. While XEDS and ICP-MS (Fig. S2†) shows that most of the copper is incorporated into the Cu$_x$Ce$_1$O$_{2-d}$ precipitate for low concentration samples (i.e., $x \approx 0.01, 0.05$), the production of Cu$_x$Ce$_1$O$_{2-d}$ particles with Cu higher concentrations required the copper precursor to be in excess, and thus much of the precursor remains unprecipitated. It should also be noted...
that if we calculate the expected composition of the nano-crystals utilizing the ratios of precipitated materials determined from the ICP-MS data, we arrive at Cu contents greater than those experimentally determined by XEDS. This is due to the precipitation of a separate copper hydroxide phase that is removed from the particles after synthesis by a triplicate washing procedure. The apparent saturation of Cu content at $x = 0.35$ in the nanoparticles for higher Cu nitrate precursor concentrations is consistent with prior research that suggested a maximum Cu content of $x = 0.30$ is sustainable within single phase CuCe$_x$O$_{2-d}$.\textsuperscript{39}

Rietveld refinement of synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns obtained from the as-synthesized material with varying Cu contents confirm the presence of a single phase with the fluorite structure, space group Fm3m, in each sample (Fig. 4).

There was no evidence of secondary CuO or Cu$_2$O phases in any of the samples, Fig. S4.\textsuperscript{†} The average crystallite size was found to decrease with increasing Cu content, with the 1.7 nm mean size measured for the $x = 0.35$ sample being amongst the smallest ever reported for either pure or doped ceria nano-crystals.\textsuperscript{3,4,0,4,1} The ability to access such small crystallite sizes is a direct consequence of the absence of any calcination step in our synthesis procedure, which removes the opportunity for sintering and growth processes to occur. Decreasing crystallite size typically leads to an increase in the lattice parameter in pure CeO$_2$ particles.\textsuperscript{42} In the present case, this is counter-balanced by the expected decrease in lattice parameter upon increasing the concentration of the lower radius Cu(II) ions replacing the larger Ce(III) and Ce(IV) ions Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d.\textsuperscript{43} The Shannon ionic radii of Cu(II), Ce(III) and Ce(IV) in an octahedral coordination environment are 0.73, 1.01 and 0.87 Å respectively.\textsuperscript{44}

In our systematic set of materials, the influence of copper concentration on lattice parameter is dominant which leads to a progressive decrease in lattice parameter except for the $x = 0.01–0.05$ Cu concentration range where the in uence of size dominates and leads to a larger lattice parameter. Note that this result was confirmed by repeating the synthesis procedure and XRD measurements several times.

Fig. 5a and b show representative HAADF-STEM micro-graphs of the pure ceria material confirming the crystalline and nanoparticulate nature of the as-synthesized material. The measured interplanar spacing and angles derived from the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT, inset in Fig. 5a) match well with those expected for the [110] projection on the CeO$_2$ fluorite structure, Fig. S5.\textsuperscript{†} The ceria particles have a relatively narrow size distribution with an average particle size of 4.2 0.7 nm measured as a surface-equivalent spherical diameter (Fig. 5c) which matches well with the value derived from the XRD data (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5d–f show the corresponding HAADF-STEM micro-graphs and particle size distribution of the nanocrystals in the Cu0.05Ce0.95O$_2$ d sample. As with the pure ceria material, the interplanar spacing and angles derived from the FFT inset in Fig. 5d match well with the fluorite structure; this view viewed along the [112] projection, Fig. S6.\textsuperscript{†} The particle size distribution is narrow (Fig. 5f), with a mean particle size of 3.7 0.7 nm.

which again matches well with the corresponding value derived from XRD analysis (Fig. 4).

Raman spectra acquired from the pure CeO$_2$ d material exhibit a single peak centered at 470 nm, Fig. 6a, which is consistent with the reported position of the single allowed Raman mode of ceria with the fluorite structure.\textsuperscript{45,46} This F$_2g$ symmetry peak has previously been assigned to an oxygen anion breathing mode around the central cation.\textsuperscript{46} This peak was...
observed to both broaden and systematically shift to lower wavenumber in an approximately linear fashion as the Cu content in the series of Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d samples increases, Fig. 6b. The F$_{2g}$ peak position decreased to 455 cm$^{-1}$ for the $x=0.35$ Cu-doped sample. This trend is fully consistent with the formation of a solid solution of copper within ceria.$^{1,46}$ Peak broadening with increasing Cu content can be attributed to increased disorder due to the random distribution of both copper cations and oxygen vacancies in the material and their effect on neighboring Ce–O bond strength.$^4$ A portion of this increased peak width can also be attributed to the observed decrease in crystallite size that typically increases the peak width in nanomaterials.$^{47}$ Additionally, from wide-range Raman spectra (Fig. S7†) no Cu$_2$O (150, 230, and 640 cm$^{-1}$) or CuO (290, 340, and 625 cm$^{-1}$) peaks were detected, further confirming that a single phase solid solution material forms upon doping CeO$_2$ with Cu. Also visible in the wide range Raman spectra is a wide band peak at 600 cm$^{-1}$, which can be attributed to oxygen vacancies in the samples.$^1$

In order to further confirm the formation of a solid solution and the potential impact on catalytic activity, the influence of Cu doping on the Ce oxidation state and oxygen vacancy concentration in the as-synthesized materials was investigated by XPS. While this is typically described as a surface characterization technique, we can in this case consider the spectra to be representative of the bulk due to the mean nanoparticle diameter being smaller than the XPS penetration depth. A representative spectrum of the Ce (3d) region for the Cu$_{0.29}$Ce$_{0.71}$O$_2$ d sample is shown in Fig. 7a with the spectra for all of the other materials in the series presented in Fig. S8.† Cerium was found to exist in both the Ce(III) and Ce(IV) oxidation states which is typical of nanoscale ceria.$^{42}$ The concentration of Ce(III) was determined semi-quantitatively by taking a ratio of the area under the curve of fitted Ce(III) peaks over that of the summed areas of the Ce(III) and Ce(IV) peaks, following a method previously described by Zhang et al.$^{29}$ This analysis indicates a trend of decreasing Ce(III) concentration with increasing copper content, varying from 56% in pure CeO$_2$ d to 48% in the highest doped Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d sample, Table 1. The Ce(III) concentration values obtained were found to be in good agreement with those reported in prior literature.$^{42,48}$

Fig. 7b shows the XPS spectra of the Cu (2p) region for the complete set of Cu$_x$Ce$_1$O$_2$ d samples. The $x=0.05$, 0.15, 0.29, and 0.35 samples showed clear Cu 2p$1/2$ and Cu 2p$3/2$ peaks with only weak satellite peaks at 945 eV, indicative of primarily a Cu(I) oxidation state with only small quantities of Cu(II).$^{49}$ The minor amount of Cu(II) may be indicative of a small amount of a segregated Cu-containing secondary phase in these highest Cu-content materials.$^{50}$ As expected, no Cu (2p) peaks were observed in the $x=0$ nanocrystals. Similarly, no Cu (2p) peaks were observed in the $x=0.01$ sample due to the detection limit constraints of the XPS instrument.
A key benefit of the lactic acid mediated synthesis approach employed in this study is the direct formation of the mixed Cu<sub>x</sub>-Ce<sub>1-x</sub>O<sub>2</sub> nanocrystals at room temperature, removing the need for a high temperature calcination step that can lead to unwanted crystallite growth and possible exsolution of Cu from the solid solution. However, many catalytic applications of these materials will typically require that they be exposed to elevated temperatures. High temperature XRD patterns obtained upon heating the Cu<sub>x</sub>Ce<sub>1-x</sub>O<sub>2</sub> samples in air were analyzed to determine the extent of crystallite growth and the stability of the mixed oxide phase as a function of calcination temperature. The Scherrer equation was used to estimate the average crystallite size from the (220) and (311) reflections of CeO<sub>2</sub> using a shape factor of 0.9.51,52

Fig. 6 (a) Raman spectra of the as-synthesized CeO<sub>2</sub> and copper-doped ceria samples showing peak broadening and a progressive shift to lower frequencies in the Ce–O band peak position as the copper content increases, which is consistent with the formation of a solid solution. (b) Corresponding Ce–O Raman peak full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and peak frequency as a function of copper content extracted from the data in (a).

Fig. 7 (a) X-ray photoelectron spectra of the 29 mol% copper doped ceria sample in the Ce (3d) region. Peaks attributed to both Ce(III) (red) and Ce(IV) (blue) can be seen which can only be accommodated if there are also oxygen vacancies present in the crystal lattice. (b) XPS spectra of the Cu (2p) region of the entire set of Cu<sub>x</sub>Ce<sub>1-x</sub>O<sub>2</sub> samples with x varying from 0 to 0.35. The absence of strong Cu(I) satellites at 942 and 962 eV indicates that copper exists in the Cu(I) oxidation state.

Fig. 8a and b shows XRD of the systematic set of spectra for the Cu<sub>0.15</sub>Co<sub>0.85</sub>O<sub>2</sub> and Cu<sub>0.35</sub>Co<sub>0.65</sub>O<sub>2</sub> materials at a series of calcination temperatures beginning at 50 C and increasing up to 750 C at 100 C intervals with a 15 min dwell time at temperature before taking any measurements. A distinct narrowing of the peaks characteristic of the fluorite structure was noted for each sample with increasing temperature due to crystallite growth at these elevated temperatures (Fig. 8c). The secondary set of XRD peaks at 750 C and 450 C respectively for
Cu$_{0.15}$Ce$_{0.85}$O$_2$ d and Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d can be indexed to CuO, indicating an upper thermal limit of phase stability for these solid solutions. No CuO phase formation was observed for any of the lower Cu content nanocrystals up to the maximum measurement temperature of 750°C. The source of this CuO phase can be attributed either to the exsolution of Cu from these higher Cu-content Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d nanocrystals, or to the subsequent crystallization of an amorphous Cu phase formed during synthesis. Such an amorphous Cu phase cannot be detected by XRD or by STEM, although we note the possible indication of some amorphous material in the as-XPS data acquired from the as-synthesized Cu$_{0.29}$Ce$_{0.81}$O$_2$ d sample (Fig. 7).

Fig. 9 shows the XPS spectra of the Cu (2p) region for the series of copper-doped ceria samples that have been calcined at 300°C for 15 min. Samples with low copper concentrations show no significant Cu (2p) peaks. The heat-treated variants of the more highly doped samples show characteristic Cu 2p$_{1/2}$ and Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ peaks along with the Cu (ii) satellites indicating the copper in the sample has changed oxidation state from Cu(i) to Cu(ii). Likewise, there is an average shift in binding energy of +0.6 eV in the Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ peaks after heat treatment, further indicating this switch in oxidation state. Such a change in oxidation state has been re-ported previously by Scir’e et al. in copper-doped ceria materials that were heated from 200 to 400°C. Taken together with our data this indicates that the transition from Cu(i) to Cu(ii) occurs somewhere between 200–300°C.

The CO oxidation reaction is typically used as an important benchmark for the catalytic activity of these Cu-doped ceria materials. CO oxidation light-off experiments were repeated for the Cu$_{0.29}$Ce$_{0.71}$O$_2$ d sample following calcination at a series of elevated temperatures. The Cu$_{0.29}$Ce$_{0.71}$O$_2$ d sample was chosen for this experiment because it was the highest performing catalyst of the series and because it had been shown, through high temperature XRD, to develop CuO crystals as a calcination at elevated temperatures. The CO oxidation performance of this particular catalyst was unaffected at calcination temperatures below 550°C; however, a significant decrease in the activity was observed at a calcination at 650°C which was attributable to copper exsolution (Fig. 10b).

An Arrhenius plot of the reaction rate for the water gas shift reaction using the set of Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d samples is shown in Fig. 10c. These reaction rates have been normalized using the surface areas determined from BET isotherm analysis (Table 2). As with the CO oxidation light-off data, the catalytic activity generally increases with increasing Cu content in the Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d material, as shown in Fig. S9. The measured decrease in activation energy was accompanied by an increase in overall reaction rate as x increased in Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d up to x ≈ 0.29. Again, with the CO light-off data, the overall rate of the x = 0.35 decreases when compared with the x = 0.29 sample; however, the activation energy slightly decreases. This further indicates a decrease in accessibility of more active solid solution sites caused by exsolution of copper. Representative STEM micrographs of the Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d/SiO$_2$ materials before and after the WGS oxidation reaction are shown in Fig. S10. The images clearly show some evidence of crystallite growth in the post-reaction sample. Although, the presence of any thin amorphous layers of exsolved copper rich material could not be detected in either sample, >10 nm segregated copper phase was detected in the post reaction sample. The measured acti-vation energies and reaction rates for the WGS reaction are also competitive with previous literature reports for copper-doped ceria catalysts.

### Discussion

The nature of the precipitate formed upon raising the pH of a metal nitrate solution is qualitatively described in a classic paper by Livage et al. As the pH increases, the interaction of the metal with the aqueous solution transitions from "aquo"
Fig. 8 Series of X-ray diffraction spectra of (a) \(x = 0.15\) and (b) \(x = 0.35\) copper-doped \(\text{Cu}_x\text{Ce}_{1-x}\text{O}_2\) \(\delta\) samples after being subjected to calcination at increasing temperatures in air for a 15 min dwell time. As the calcination temperature increases, the diffraction peaks get narrower due to crystal growth effects. In the samples with the highest copper-doping levels distinct copper oxide (labelled *) peaks begin to appear after calcination at elevated temperatures. (c) Plot showing the mean ceria crystallite size as a function of calcination temperature. High copper concentrations seem to hinder sintering of the fluorite-type \(\text{Cu}_x\text{Ce}_{1-x}\text{O}_2\) \(\delta\) phase.

Fig. 9 XPS spectra of the Cu (2p) region of the various copper-doped ceria samples after calcination at 300 °C for 15 min. The presence of strong satellite peaks indicate a shift in Cu from the Cu(i) to the Cu(II) oxidation state after heat treatment.

In solution. In a typical ceria nanoparticle synthesis procedure, the pH of the precursor solution is raised to the point where it induces precipitation of insoluble cerium hydroxide nano-crystals by shifting into the 'hydroxo' region of Livage's construction. The hydroxide precipitate can then subsequently be transformed into cerium oxide by a suitable calcination treatment.

Our results demonstrate that the addition of lactic acid into the precursor solution strongly influences the ligand associated with the cerium ion in solution. The binding constants \((\log(K_1))\) of nitrate and lactate ligands to \(\text{Ce}^{III}\) are 0.21 and 2.756 (ref. 33) respectively, indicating a substantially stronger association of the lactic acid species to the \(\text{Ce}^{III}\) cation.\(^{38}\) We suggest that the direct formation of the oxide in our lactic acid mediated synthesis route is due to the stronger ligand association that stabilizes the cation in solution as the pH increases upon the addition of ammonium hydroxide. This shift s the point of precipitation out of the 'hydroxo' region into the 'oxo' region in the Livage diagram.

The exact nature of the catalytically active site in \(\text{Cu}_x\text{Ce}_{1-x}\text{O}_2\) \(\delta\) is still a matter of debate, however, there is general consensus that formation of a mixed \(\text{Ce}–\text{Cu}–\text{O}\) solid solution is critical to creating highly active sites. While it can be challenging to prove the formation of a true solid solution at very low dopant concentrations, all of the experimental evidence collected points to the formation of an intimately mixed \(\text{Cu}_x\text{Ce}_{1-x}\text{O}_2\) \(\delta\) phase for \(x \leq 0.01\) to 0.35 in our as-synthesized materials. The lattice parameter determined from the synchrotron XRD data (Fig. 4) shows a progressive decrease in lattice parameter of the fluorite-type with increasing Cu

\((\text{M}–\text{OH}_2)\) to "hydroxo" (\(\text{M}–\text{OH}\)) and nally to "oxo" (\(\text{M}–\text{O}\)), with the precise pH required for a 'transition' being a function of the identity of the transition metal itself and the associated ligands.
content as would be expected from a Vegard's law type relationship due to the smaller cationic radius of Cu. Furthermore, no secondary phases were observed in the as-synthesized materials prepared via our lactic acid mediated synthesis.

Further evidence for Cu–Ce–O solid solution formation comes from the approximately linear decrease in Ce–O breathing mode Raman frequency with increasing dopant level x in the CuₓCe₁₋ₓO₂ d phase (Fig. 6). This is the result of the shift in phonon frequencies due to the decrease in lattice parameter, o en referred to as the Grunier’ shift in Raman frequency.⁴⁶ The concurrent broadening of the Raman peaks with increasing doping level is also indicative of solid solution formation, where such broadening is due to substitutional disorder on the cation sublattice upon Cu-doping leading to a distribution of cation–anion breathing frequencies.⁴⁶ While the trends in lattice parameter, crystallite size and Raman spectra strongly indicate the formation of mixed oxide solid solution nanocrystals, we cannot fully rule out that some surface segregated amorphous copper-rich material exists in the as-synthesized CuₓCe₁₋ₓO₂ d materials with x ¼ 0.29 and 0.35.

We also note that the Ce(III) to Ce(IV) ratio in our materials shows a systematic trend of increasing Ce(IV) content with increasing Cu(II) doping level in CuₓCe₁₋ₓO₂ d, suggesting some charge compensation occurs to stabilize the oxygen within the lattice upon doping. Finally, we found no evidence of secondary Cu–O phases in any of our HAADF-STEM imaging experiments on the as-synthesized materials (Fig. 5). When combined with the measured catalytic efficacy of the materials, all of the experimental evidence strongly supports the conclusion that the lactic acid mediated synthesis route forms solid solution CuₓCe₁₋ₓO₂ d nanoparticles.

The nominal Cu content chosen during synthesis also has a strong influence on the resulting nanocrystal size, evidenced, for example, by the 29% decrease in crystallite size upon doping with only 5% Cu into the ceria nanocrystals. The only significant differences during the synthesis of these two materials relative to that of pure CeO₂ is (i) the addition of 4 mM copper nitrate and (ii) a 5% increase in lactic acid concentration to maintain the lactic acid : cation ratio. Analysis of mean particle size as a function of lactic acid concentration used (Fig. S11†) demonstrates that in uence of this process parameter is negligible. The mean crystallite size however shows a near linear relationship with the amount of copper in solid solution (Fig. 4) and there are two possible reasons for this effect. As shown in Fig. S3† rather than leading to precipitation of a cuprous oxide, addition of ammonium hydroxide to a precursor solution containing only copper nitrate stimulates the formation of a complex between the Cu(n) and ammonium ion. Such a strong ligand–cation interaction may retard particle growth when Cu is included as the ammonium covers the surface of the growing particle. Alternatively, this Cu-complex may serve to nucleate particle formation, leading to rapid formation of a large number of small nuclei. Further work with alternative cationic dopant species, such as Ni, Fe, or Co, is required to fully understand the effect of dopant identity upon

---

Fig. 10 (a) CO conversion data as a function of temperature for the set of CuₓCe₁₋ₓO₂ d materials (with x varying from 0 to 0.35) supported on silica. The temperature required for 50% conversion ranges from 262 C for CeO₂ d to 145 C for Cu₀.₉Ce₀.₁O₂ d. (b) The CO conversion curves for Cu₀.₉Ce₀.₁O₂ d materials that had been subjected to calcination at varying temperatures. It should be noted that a significant reduction in catalytic activity is only apparent for samples calcined above 650 C (note: the 350 C and 450 C curves strongly overlap). (c) Arrhenius plot analyses of water gas shift rates for the set of CuₓCe₁₋ₓO₂ d materials (with x varying from 0 to 0.35) supported on silica for a CO : H₂O : N₂ gas mixture of 1.5 : 1.5 : 97% at 1 atm.
nanocrystal nucleation and growth using our lactic acid mediated synthesis method.

The Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d material is comprised of particles with a mean size of 1.7 nm as determined by XRD, which is amongst the smallest ever reported for Cu doped-ceria material. The ability to form such small crystallites is most likely due to the direct formation of the oxide during the low temperature precipitation stage, removing the need for a calcination step at an elevated temperature, thus avoiding unnecessary sintering. The materials display high surface areas due to their ultra-small crystallite sizes, up to 190 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for the Cu$_{0.01}$Ce$_{0.99}$O$_2$ d sample. Table 2. There is an increase in surface area in the x $\frac{1}{4}$ 0 to 0.01 copper concentration range due to a decrease in crystallite size from 4.2 to 3.4 nm respectively. The subsequent decrease in surface area at higher values of x may be attributed to an increased propensity for sintering of the higher Cu-content nanocrystals upon sample pre-treatment as evidenced by the narrowing of the XRD peak widths in Fig. 8.

While our experimental evidence points to the as-synthesized products being Cu–Ce–O solid solutions, these materials, particularly with the higher Cu dopant levels, become unstable at high temperature. XRD indicates phase separation upon calcination at 750 C for lightly doped Cu$_{0.15}$Ce$_{0.85}$O$_2$ d formulation, whereas the second phase appeared more readily at 450 C for the higher doped Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d material (Fig. 8). This indicates why high Cu dopant levels may be difficult to achieve using more traditional synthesis routes where an elevated temperature calcination step is required. The XRD calcination series study also suggests slower ceria crystallite growth in samples containing higher copper concentrations, although this may be partly due to exsolution of the Cu to form secondary CuO$_x$, leading to a loss of material from the parent Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d nanoparticles.

The influence of copper doping level on the catalytic activity of Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d is clearly observable for the both water–gas-shi and CO oxidation reactions (Fig. 10). For the water gas shi reaction, the overall reaction rate increases with increasing Cu loading up to x $\frac{1}{4}$ 0.29 the Cu$_{0.09}$Ce$_{0.71}$O$_2$ d sample, but then decreases for the Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d composition. However, it should be noted that these materials were calcined at 450 C prior to these catalytic tests, which is the temperature at which phase segregation of CuO$_x$ occurs from Cu$_{0.35}$Ce$_{0.65}$O$_2$ d, implying that the decrease in reaction rate is associated with this bulk phase segregation. This concept is reinforced by analyzing CO oxidation light-off curves for the Cu$_{0.29}$Ce$_{0.71}$O$_2$ d material with interme-diate sintering steps of increasing temperature, Fig. 10b. The CO light-off temperature is stable until a calcination temperature of 650 C is reached, at which point the subsequent light-off temperature then increases. This again corresponds to the temperature at which the formation of a distinct CuO$_x$ second phase is observed in the XRD pattern for Cu$_{0.29}$Ce$_{0.71}$O$_2$ d. This effect has been noted in a previous CO oxidation study using ceria doped with high concentrations of copper. It has also been shown that under certain conditions, copper has a tendency to segregate to the surface of nanocrystals when doped into ceria. Higher concentrations of copper on the particle surface will most likely lessen the accessibility to ceria, which is essential to provide oxygen for the reaction.

Conclusions

The facile lactic acid mediated approach for synthesizing Cu-doped ceria nanoparticles described here demonstrates the potential of using base precipitation as a synthesis route for controllably preparing nanoscale mixed oxide materials. By utilizing an intermediate binding strength ligand, intimately mixed Cu$_x$Ce$_{1-x}$O$_2$ d solid solution crystals can be formed directly at room temperature in aqueous solution with high dopant concentrations and crystallite sizes as low as 1.7 nm. The synthesis method outlined uses low cost, easily accessible precursors and can be easily be implemented in any chemistry lab or scaled-up for industrial production. Our synthesized particles also show competitive catalytic activity for the water gas shi and CO oxidation reactions when compared to more conventionally prepared counterpart materials that have been described in the literature.
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